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1.0 CONTINUITY EQUATION 

Both the vertically-integrated (ADCIRC-2DDI) and the fully three-dimensional (ADCIRC-3D) 
versions of ADCIRC solve a vertically-integrated continuity equation for water surface elevation. 
To avoid the spurious oscillations that are associated with a primitive Galerkin finite element 
formulation of this equation, ADCIRC utilizes the Generalized Wave Continuity Equation 
(GWCE) formulation. Development of the weak weighted residual form of the GWCE used in 
ADCIRC is briefly summarized below. 

The vertically-integrated continuity equation is 

aH a a 
~+-(UH)+-(VH)=O 
at ax By 

where 

U,v '= _1 f u, v dz = depth-averaged velocities in the x,y directions 
H h 

u, V = vertically-varying velocities in the x,y directions 

H '= t; + h = total water column thickness 

h = bathymetric depth 

t; = free surface departure from the geoid 

(0.1 ) 

Take a/at of Eq. (0.1), add to this Eq. (0.1) multiplied by the parameterr" (which may be 
variable in space), assume a bathymetric depth that does not change in time, (i.e .. 

aH / at = a~/ at) and rearrange using the chain rule 

a
2

t; +r at; +aAx+aAY_UHar"_VHar" =0 (0.2) 
at2 "at ax ay ax By 

where 

A ,=~(UH)+r,uH 
x at 

aQ = __ x +ToQ 
at x 

au at; = H~+U-+r,uH 
at at 

Ay'= :/vH)+r"vH 

aQ,. 
=--' +r"Q at Y 

av at; 
=H-+V-+r"VH 

at at 

(0.3) 

(0.4) 

(0.5) 

(0.6) 

(0.7) 

(0.8) 
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Q x, Q x == UH, VH = x, y - directed flux per unit width 

Note that Eqs. (0.3), (0.4) and (0.5) are equivalent as are Eqs. (0.6), (0.7) and (0.8). 

The weighted residual method is applied to Eq. (0.2) by multiplying each term by a weighting 
function r/J j and integrating over the horizontal computational domain O. 

where, the inner product notation ( ) is defined as 

(Y,r/J,) == fYr/J, dO 
n 

Integrating the terms involving Ax and Ay by parts, using Eqs. (0.4) and (0.7), yields a weak 

form of this equation 

(0.10) 

Eq. (0.10) includes an integral along the boundary, r, of the computational domain involving 
the outward flux per unit width, Q,v, normal to this boundary. 

The GWCE derivation is completed by substituting the vertically-integrated momentum 
equations in conservative form into Eqs. (0.3), (0.6) or in non-conservative form into Eqs. (0.5), 
(0.8). ADCIRC is formulated using the non-conservative momentum equations. Making this 
substitution and isolating the linear free surface gravity wave terms gives: 

A =_UH au _VH au +jHV_ghar; _gar;2 _gH a [P,/gPo-a17 ]+T;x_Thx 
x ax By ax 2 ax ax Po Po 

ar; 
+ Mx- Dx- Bx+U-+r.UH at 

ar; 
= Ax-gh ax 

Ay=_UH av _VH av _jHU_ghar; _gar;2 _gHa[PjgPo-a17]+T,y_Thy 
. ax ay ay 2 By ay Po Po 

ar; 
+ M y- D y- By+V-+ToVH at 

= Ay-gh ar; 
By 
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(0.11 ) 

(0.12) 



Substituting Eqs. (0.11), (0.12) into Eq. (0.10) and rearranging yields the weighted residual form 
of the GWCE that is solved by ADCIRC: 

Term by term integration of Eq. (0.13) yields: 

( a2s tP) ;:~Ja2s tPdQ =~~ (a2si ) JtPtP dO. =~AII(~q;.a2si) 
2', L:- 2./ L:-L:- 2 './ L:-12 L.. ',./ 2 at Q II-I Q" al II-I ,--I at "Q" II_I ,~I at" 

-" ;: - -"- dO. = - -"-' . dO. = ~ . -"-' 
\ 

a;- ) NIi, a;- NIi, 3 (a;-) Nh·, A - (3 a;- ) 
,,, at ,tP./ Q ~], 0" at tP j ~ ~ ,,,,, at ,) tP,tP./ ~ 12 ~q;"./ at II 

(UH ac:;, ,tP ,) = ignored for now, assume no spatial gradient of TO 

(VH a;" ,tP,) = ignored for now, assume no spatial gradient of TO 
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1aQN
+ Q ],"dr=~~[aQN' - Q ] f'"'"dr =~L"(~ .[a

Q
Ni 

- Q ]J at To N '1', ~~ a +T o" N, 'f'i'f', ~ 6 ~tp,., at +T o" N, 
r 11-1 /-1 t II rn 11-1 /-1 11 

where 

All = area of element n 
N1:'i 

AN'" = LA" = area of all elements containing node j 
11==1 

NE; = number of elements containing node j 

L" = length of element leg n 
_ 1 J 

h" = - L h = average bathymetric water depth over element n 
3 i=1 

1 3 

r o " = 3" ~ Toi = average To over element n 

1 J 

A- , A = - "A ' A .. = average Ax, Av over element n 
Xn YII 3L.J XI }/ 

1=1 

¢ , = horizontal weighting function, = 1 at node j, =0 at all other nodes, 

varies linearly between adjacent nodes 

a¢j a¢, b, a; 
- -=----
ax ' ay 2A,,' 2A" 

(ac;) =_1 'tC;,bi; 
ax " 2A" i=1 

x" Yi = horizontal coordinates of node i 

The definition of the weighting function ¢, reduces integration over the horizontal domain Q to 

integration over only the NEj elements containing node j. Also, we assume a Galerkin finite 
element formulation in which the basis and weighting functions vary linearly within an element. 
Therefore, spatial derivatives are constant within an element and can be pulled out of elemental 
integrations. 

After integration, Eq. (0.13) becomes 
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(0.14) 

Equation (0.14) presents the spatially discretized solution for elevation at horizontal node j used 
by ADCIRC. This equation is discretized in time using a three time level scheme at the past (s-
1), present (s) and future (s+ 1) times as described below: 

as, = S,"I_S;-I 
at 2/>,,( 

a QH1_Q"-1 
QNI N, Ni --= 
at 2/>"t 

AXIl,AYII 

Substituting these time discretizations into Eq. (0.l4) and re-arranging yields: 

(0.15) 

1 [_ - ] 
+2" Ax"b,+ Ay"G, 
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where 

(0.16) 

The left side of Eq. (0.15) is a sparse symmetric matrix (number of nodes x number of nodes) 
and the right side is a vector. The normal flux terms are only present in the equations 
corresponding to boundary nodes. 
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2.0 2D MOMENTUM EQUATIONS 
The vertically-integrated, non-conservative momentum equations are: 

au =_uau _vau +jV_ga[S+PJgp,,-a17]+~_~+Mx_Dx_Bx 
at ax ay ax HP" HP" H H H 

av =_uav _vav _jU_ga[s+Pjgp,,-a17J+~_~+My_Dy_By 
at ax ay ay H P" H P" H H H 

where 

[ 
[PUH ciUH] M, '" Eh --2- + --2- = vertically-integrated horizontal stress gradient ox oy 

M v'" E h --+ --,- = vertically-integrated horizontal stress gradient 
[

o2VH 02VH] 
. ox2 oy-

aD"" aD",. d" D x '" --+ -- = momentum lsperSlOn ax ay 

aD",. aD",. d" D y '" --+ -- = momentum lsperSlOn ax ay 

D"" '" f (u-U)(u-U)dz lh 

D",'" t(u-U)(v-V)dz 

D,.,,'" f (v-V)(v-V)dz lh 
B, '" t b x dz= vertically-integrated baroclinic pressure gradient 

By'" t by dz= vertically-integrated baroclinic pressure gradient 

bx '" g~ f (p - p,,) dz = baroclinic pressure gradient 
ax J P 

" 
a f (p- P,,)d b I" d' by'" g - J z = aroc mlc pressure gra lent 
ay - P" 

P = time and spatially varying density of water due to salinity and temperature variations 

P" = reference density of water 

T", Ly = imposed surface stresses 

(0.17) 

Thx, Thy = bottom stress components, suitably defined, e.g., using a linear or quadratic drag law 
p, = atmospheric pressure at the sea surface 
17 = Newtonian equilibrium tide potential 
E" = horizontal stress coefficient (often called the horizontal eddy viscosity) 
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3.0 3D MOMENTUM EQUATIONS 

ADCIRC uses the shallow water form of the momentum equations (applying the Boussinesq and 
hydrostatic pressure approximations). 

au +u au +v au +w au _ fo=_ga[s+ps/gpo-a1]]+~( TZX)_b +m 
at ax ay az ax az l Po x x 

where, 

u, v, w = velocity components in the coordinate directions x, y, z 

T"x au . I -" = E. - = vertlca stress 
Po . az 

T"v 8v I ~ = E. - = vertica stress 
. az 

E z = vertical eddy viscosity 

mx == ~ (E' au J + ~ (E' au \ = lateral stress gradient 
ax ax ay ay) 

mv == ~(E f 8vJ + ~(E' 8v \ = lateral stress gradient 
. ax ax ay ay) 

E, == lateral stress coefficient (often called the lateral eddy viscosity) 

a r(p-PO)d b I" d' b x == g - z = aroc InlC pressure gra lent 
ax' Po 

a r (p - Po) d b I" d' b v == g - z = aroc InlC pressure gra lent 
ay z Po 

(0.18) 

All horizontal derivatives in Eq. (0.18) and the accompanying definitions are computed in a level 
or "z" coordinate system. ADCIRC utilizes a generalized stretched vertical coordinate system 

__ ----z=T\ c=a 

- -
------z=-h ------ a=b 

Figure I. Schematic of level and stretched coordinates 
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(a-b) a=a+ H (Z-n (lOa) 

z= -- H+( (
a-a) a-b (lOb) 

(Figure 1) in which the vertical dimension is transformed from z, ranging from -h to S, to 0", 

ranging from b to a, where b and a are arbitrary constants. (Most models assume b=-1, a=O. 
ADCIRC assumes b=-1, a= 1.) While ADCIRC uses the variable 0" to represent the stretched 
vertical coordinate, a traditional "0"" coordinate system implies that the nodes are spaced 
uniformly over the vertical at any given horizontal location. ADCIRC does not carry this 
limitation, but rather nodes can be distributed over the vertical in any manner desired. 

Using the chain rule we can relate derivatives along level (z) surfaces to derivatives along the 
stretched (0") surfaces: 

a a [( a -b ) a;; (a -a) ah] a 
ax, = ax, - a-b ax~+ a-b ax~ az 

a _(a-b) a -- ----
az H aa 

(11 ) 

where for clarity, 0" subscripts have been used on the horizontal derivatives computed along the 
stretched surfaces in Eqs. (11). 

Considerable discussion exists in the literature regarding the generation of spurious circulation 
due to the use of stretched vertical coordinates. Most of this attention has focused on problems 
arising from the baroclinic pressure gradient terms and to a lesser extent the lateral stress terms. 
In ADCIRC we apply the stretched coordinate system to all but the baroclinic pressure gradient 
terms resulting in the following transformed momentum equations: 
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Note that the first term on the right hand side of each equation is not a function of depth and 
therefore horizontal derivatives in level coordinates are identical to horizontal derivatives in 
stretched coordinates. 

(12) 

Introduction of the stretched coordinate system in the advective terms produces similar-looking 
advective terms in the stretched coordinate system, Eqs. (12), provided a stretched-coordinate, 
vertical velocity, w", is introduced that is related to the true vertical velocity by: 

w,,==w-(~)o( _u[(a-bj0t: / ~johlJ-vr(~I. ot: +(~joh] 
a-b ot a-b ox la-b Ox L a-b)Oy a-b Oy 

(J 3) 

ADCIRC does not formally transform the lateral stress terms (m" m, ) in Eqs. (11) to obtain 
equivalent terms in Eqs. (12). Rather, the original lateral stress terms (along horizontal surfaces) 
are approximated as lateral stresses "along stretched surfaces", i.e., 

o( ou) o( au) . mx" == - E, - + -- E I' - = lateral stress gradients along stretched surface 
ax" ax" ay" Oy" 

(14) 

a( av) a( av) . m '" == - E ,- + - E I' - = lateral stress gradients along stretched surface 
. ax" ax" Oy" ay" 

The generation of spurious circulation because of this assumption has also been discussed in the 
literature. ADCIRC uses the lateral stress gradient terms purely to dampen numerical noise in 
the solution and therefore assumes a lateral stress coefficient that is as small as possible. This 
should minimize the generation of spurious circulation by these terms. 

The weighted residual method is applied to Eqs. (12) by multiplying each term by a horizontal 
weighting function ¢, and integrating over the horizontal computational domain Q and then 

multiplying the result by a vertical weighting function If/ k and integrating over the vertical 
domain, Z. By constructing the grid so that the vertical nodes line up vertically beneath each 
horizontal node, the horizontal and vertical integrations can be performed independently. 
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(( ~; ",),;") +( (( u ~:H ~U~+W"( a~t~~ ),.t",), -( (/"")0'''.), = 

-( (g "[, + p,~p" -a·].t,,';' +( (( a~h) ![~}j) n'''} (l5a) 

-\(b",¢J)n'~k)z +\(mX~'¢)n'~k)z 

((:,. ,).;"'), +( (( u ~: H ~:+W"( a ~h)~ ),. }.'''} +( (fa,.,) a'''')' = 

-( (g a[s + p,~p" -a.l ,.t".), +( (( a~h )![~},) n'''} (l5h) 
-\(bV'¢j)n'~k)z +\(mY~'¢)n'~k)z 

Horizontal integrations of each term in Eq. (l5a) are presented below (Eq. (I5b) is fully 
analogous) and are carried out using one of two integration rules: 

Rule 1: (nodal lumping, applied to terms that do not contain spatial gradients) 

Rule 2: (fully consistent, applied only to spatial gradient terms) 

/ ~ ¢) =I f~¢·dQ =I(~·J f¢dQ =I~II(~J 
\ ax, 0; , In 1I=l n,aX,0; I 11=1 ax,0; lin, I 11=13 ax, 0; " 

where, 

A" = area of element n 
Nl:' f 

ANIi i = L All = area of all elements containing node j 
ll=! 

NEi = number of elements containing node j 

¢ I = horizontal weighting function, = 1 at node j, =0 at all other nodes. 

varies linearly between adjacent nodes 
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Note, that the definition of the weighting function ¢ I reduces integration over the horizontal 

domain n to integration over only the NEj elements containing node j. Also, Rule 2 assumes a 
Galerkin finite element formulation in which the quantity being differentiated (Y in the 
integration rules described above) varies linearly within an element. Therefore, the spatial 
derivative is constant within an element and can be pulled out of the elemental integrations. 

Horizontal integration of the transient term in Eq. (lSa) utilizes Rule 1: 

Horizontal integration of the horizontal advection terms in Eq. (1 Sa) utilizes Rule 2 and assumes 

the un-differentiated velocity terms are elementally averaged (i.e., Un ='.!. i: Ui and Vn ='.!. i: Vi): 
3 i~1 3 ,~I 

Horizontal integration of the vertical advection term in Eq. (lSa) utilizes Rule 1: 

Horizontal integration of the Coriolis term in Eq. (lSa) utilizes Rule 1: 

Horizontal integration of the combined barotropic pressure (i.e., the free surface elevation, 
atmospheric pressure and tidal potential) gradient term in Eq. (1 Sa) utilizes Rule 2: 

((
a[gs+p./po-ag1]] ",). ).=(~An( a[s+p./gpo-a1]]). ) 

a ''I', ·lj/k L.. 3 g a ,lj/k 
x ,,=1 x n z II Z 

Horizontal integration of the vertical stress gradient term in Eq. (ISa) utilizes Rule 1: 

Horizontal integration of the baroclinic pressure gradient terms in Eq. (ISa) utilizes Rule 2: 
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Horizontal integration of the lateral stress gradient term in Eq. (ISa) initially utilizes integration 
by parts 

((mxa'¢')n,Vlk) =\([~( Ef aU_l+f( E,:U i],¢,) ,Vlk) 
z aXal ax,,) Yal yJ 

n z 

where, r" = external boundary segment of element n. The term is further reduced by assuming 
that the lateral stresses are zero along all external boundary segments and by lumping the lateral 
stress coefficient 

Thus, following horizontal integration and multiplication by 3/ A Nh i ' Eqs. (lSa,b) become: 

(
aul ) 1 (.'IIi) [(Ou) (Ou] ] ) (a-b]( OU, ) -at'VI k + -- ~ A" u" _. +v" ;:}" ,VI k + --. WUFoO' ,VI k 

ANhl Il-l aXa Il v)' a " H.J Z 
7 Z 

-(fvI'Vlk)Z = --j---.. (~A/ g a[s- + P'~Po -all]! ,Vlk) +(·~·~l2)(a~ (r::X.J],Vlk) (16a) 
NI'I Il-l l )" z H I Po .. z 
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( ) ( 
NF . [( J ( ) ] ) ( ) ( ) OIl, 1'.1 OV OV a - b OV, 

at ,If/k +--. ~ All UII - +VII a ,If/k + -- W"-iocr-,lf/k 
A "/, . II-I ax,,- II 'Y,,- II H, z z , •. / Z 

A standard one-dimensional, Galerkin FEM discretization is used in the vertical, yielding the 
following integration rule, 

crk crk 

Y k-J f If/ k-11f/ k d cr + Y k f If/ kif/ k d cr 
cr k-I 

crk crk+1 crk+1 

(Y'lf/k)/= Yk-I f If/k_llf/k dcr + Yk f If/klf/kdcr+Yk+1 f If/k+llf/k dcr 

crk-I cr k-I 

crk+1 crk+1 

Yk f If/klf/kdcr+Yk+1 f If/k+llf/k dcr 

In shorthand notation this can be written as: 

3 

(Y, If/ k) Z =' Y k-lnmk.l + Y dnmk) + Y k+linmk,3 = LY k+III-2inmk.1II 
111=1 

where, 
If/ k = vertical weighting function, = 1 at node k, =0 at all other nodes, 

varies linearly between adjacent nodes 

k = I at the bottom 

k = NVat the free surface 

NV = number of nodes in the vertical 

15 

k=NV 

I <k < NV 

k = I 



for k = 1 

(17) 

fork*- NV 

for k = NV 

Note, that the definition of the weightinglbasis function Ij/ k reduces integration over the vertical 

domain Z to integration over only the two vertical elements containing node k, i.e., from node 
k -1 to node k + 1. Also, because the basis functions are linear in space, their derivatives are 
constant within an element and can be pulled out of elemental integrations. 
Vertical integration of the transient term in Eq. (l6a) yields 

(
au ) 3 a .I Uj,k+m-2 -a . ,Ij/ k = L a Inmk.1II 

t III~I t 
Z 

Vertical integration of the horizontal advection terms in Eq. (16a) yields 

1 ( ,vii, [ (au) ( au J ] ) ---. _.. ~ An Un - +Vn ;"l" ,Ij/ k 

A.vl:" 11-1 iJx a n vy (J' II 

I Z 

1 J [NIO' [ (au) ( au J l] =-.-.. -L LAn Un - +Vn - Inmk.1II 
ANh I 111=1 tl=l Ox a n 0' a-

1/ k+III-2 

Vertical integration ofthe vertical advection term in Eq. (l6a) yields 
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where, 

(
aUi) _ (alffk_l) (alffk) =U"k-Ui,k-I 
aa k-I.k = U"k-I - aa - k-I,k + U"k aa - k-I,k a k - a k-I 

Ui,k+1 - Uj,k 

Vertical integration of the Coriolis term in Eq, (16a) yields 

Vertical integration of the barotropic pressure gradient term in Eq, (l6a) yields 

where 

ak 

f d ak-ak-I 
Iffk a= 2 k=NV 

ak-I 

ak+1 

f d ak+l-ak-1 
L Vnk == Iff k a = 2 ' l<k<NV (18) 

ak-I 

ak+1 

f d ak+l-ak 
Iffk a= 2 k = 1 

ak 

Vertical integration of the baroclinic pressure gradient term in Eq, (l6a) yields 

1 (Nf,! ) 1 3 [NF! ] 
--, LAnbxn'lffk =-,-, L LAnbxn Inmk,1JI 
ANi: j n=1 Z Ai\h j 11/=1 r1=1 k+m-2 

Vertical integration of the lateral stress terms in Eq, (16a) yields 

3 ([ Nh'! (au a¢, au a¢ J 1 ) 
'" ' ! -- Ei!L..An --+-- ,lffk 

AN"! ,,~I ax" ax ay" ay" z 

The vertical stress gradient term in Eq, (l6a) is initially integrated by parts, yielding 
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( a-b)\~[rZX.ll'lf/k) =(a-~J'J~I _(a-bJrJ~~1 _(a-bJ(rzxl, 81f/k) 
H 8a pH, k~NV H I k~l H,p 8a 

J () z . {1 Z 

where the free surface stress, r".i (applied only for k=NV) and bottom stress "'Xi (applied only 
for k= 1) have been introduced. Expressing the vertical stress in terms of the vertical gradient of 
velocity in the remaining integral term, yields: 

or in shorthand notation 

(

'ZXI 81f/k) _(a-bJ~ -, -- - -- L... U i,k+m-2KVnm j.k,m 

P 8a H I m~1 
" Z 

where 
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KVnm;,k,1 = 

(a:; 1,,( ~:' L.[R",J""dH R,,, 2,,,,da 1 
~-( ~:' lJ a:a' LJ E,,'), "., da+ Eo," 2, ". da j 

o 

Eo"k + EzJ,k-J 
2(O"k -O"k-I) 

KVnm;,k,2 = -(KVnmk,1 + KVnmk,J) 

jor k * 1 

for k =1 

(8;;+1) (~:k) [EZJ,kO"r 'l/k dO"+ EZ/,k+IO"r 'l/k+1 dO"j 
k,k+1 k,k+1 0" k 0" k 

KVnm;,k,3 = 

EzJ,k+1 + EzJ,k 
2(O"k+I-O"k) 

for k70NV 

o for k = NV 

ADCIRC utilizes a generalized slip formulation for the bottom stress term: 

Thy, 
-p = K,/ip;V, 

" 

where, 

K'/iP, ~ 00 = no slip bottom boundary condition 

(19) 

K'/iP, = constant, = linear slip bottom boundary condition, (K,/ip;= linear drag coefJicent) 

K,/ip / = Cd~U; + v], = quadratic slip bottom boundary condition, (Cd = quadratic drag coefficent) 

In final form, the vertical stress gradient term is: 
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Thus, following vertical integration Eqs, (16a,b) become: 

, a I 3 ["1/;.1 [ (';) J (;)) l] . U"k+m-2 uU uU 
L at lnmk,m + -,-, L LA" u" - + v" - lnmk,m 
mol ANh , 111 0 1 "01 axcy ay 

fJ a II k+m-2 

+(aH-,b)[(:~) (Wcy"k-I + 2WCYi,k)lnmk,1 + (:~J (2WCYi,k +WCYi,k+I)lnmu] 
, k-I,k k,k+l 

3 _ I 'W" (a[S'+p,/gpo-alJ ]) 
- L f V i,k+m_2 Inmk ,m - - --, LA" g a LVnk 

1I/=::1 ANI~ j II=! X n 

(20a) 

( ) I () ( )

2 3 
a-b T.a a-b a-b 

+ -,-, 7j~ - ,-,- uilkoIK'IiP,- --, LUi,k+1II-2KVnmi,k,m 
H, koNV H, H, mol 

__ I_±[~A"b"'] Inmk,m-_3_t[E"~A"(~ a¢, +~ a¢,) 1 lnmk,m 
ANI: , mol "01 k ",-2 ANI" 111 01 "01 axcy ax ay CY ay 

+ - II k+m-2 

~ aV"k+1II-2 I ~[~ [ (Ov) ( OV ) l] L..-'-'--lnmk,m+--L.. L..A" u" - +v" - lnmk,m 
11/",,1 at ANJ~'J til =1 11=1 axu 11 ay a II k+m-2 

+(a-b)[(av
a 

iJ (WCY/,k_1+2Wai,k)lnmk,1 + (ava ,) (2Wcy"k +Wai,k+I)lnmk'J] 
H, (J k-I,k (J k,k+1 

(20b) 

() () ( )

2 3 
a-b r'Yi a-b a-b 

+ -,- Po - -,-, vilk=1 K,,,p, - --, L Vi,k+III-2KVnm"k,m 
H, koNV H, H, mol 

I 3 [NI"] 3 3 [ Nh, (av a¢ av a¢ J 1 ---L LA"b,,, lnmk,m---L EfiLA" --' +--' lnmk,m 
ANI" 111 01 "01 k -2 ANI'i mol "01 aXa aX ay a ay 

. +111 " k+/JI-2 

Equations (20a,b) present the spatially discretized solution for velocity at horizontal node j and 
vertical node k used by ADCIRC 3D, These equations are discretized in time using a two time 
level scheme at the present (s) and future (s+ 1) time levels as described below: 

3 .Hl \' 

Transient term: ~ Uj,k+m-2 - U"k+III-2 
L.. A lnmk,m 
111=1 o.f 

Horizontal advection: 1 3 [M'i [,(0 'J '(0') l] --', L L An U~\, ~ + v~~ ~ Inmk,m 
AN" i ",01 ,,01 aX cy " aYa 

tJ k+m-2 
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Vertical advection: 

(a-b)[(aui) (" ) (au!) (., ,) 1 --, a- w" "k-I + 2W,,/,k Inmk,1 + acy 2w" ,.k + W" "k+1 Inmu 
H / CY k.1 k k k+1 . , 

3 

Coriolis: L.f[alvi~1+m-2 + (l-a l)vi,k+m-2]Inmk,m 
111=1 

b[ HI, ] a- r. r 
Free surface stress: -- _ -"-, _ + _ ".'.Xl 

2 HHI H' ./ p" ,p" k~NV 

[

HI (1 )' ] Bottom stress: (a _ b) K.'.. a2 U, + - a2 U, 
'''PI HHI H" 

, J hi 

Barotropic pressure gradient: 

1 ~A"[ a[t;+ps/gp,,-a1]], a[t; + pjgp,,-a1]r l

) LF 
--L,.- g + g rnk 
ANIil ,,~I 2 ax ax 

" 

Vertical stress: (a-b)2t[a J uj~l+m-~ +(l-aJ)U;'k+m~2lKVnmj'k'lII 
m~1 (Ht') (Hi) 

1 3 [.'Iii', ] 
Baroclinic pressure gradient: ANI'j f,; ~A"b:" k+m_/nmk,m 

3 3 [ . .'IIi, (a' arp . a' arp ) 1 Lateral stress: --. L. E;./L.An ~_./ +~-' Inmk,m 
ANH/ m~1 ,,~I ax" ax 0'" 0' 

II k+m-2 

Substituting these into Eqs, (20a,b), mUltiplying by I'!.t and grouping velocities at time levels s+ 1 
and s yields: 
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[
(a-b)M(I-a 2)K:tiP ).1 (a_b)2~ 

- s 1 U~ k=l- (I-a,)M - .. -, L.,U·/,k+m-2KVnmi,k,m 
HI H, m=1 

/),t ,[ Nlij [ ({}') ({)' J l] ---, , L L All u;, ---.!£ + v~ ---.!£ lnmk,m 
ANI" m=1 11=1 ax" II ay" 

II k+m-2 

( a-bJ[(aUi) (" s) -M -.-, '8 W"I,k-I+2w"l,k InmkJ 
HI a k-I,k ( aui ) (' s) 1 1 + 7§a 2W"I,k + W"j,k+1 nmk,3 

k,k+1 

/),t (a - b) [ ,+1, ] + 'fu} +~~ 
2 HI s 

HI p" HIP" k=NV 

M. ~AII[ a[S'+p,/gp,,-a17}' a[S'+p,/gp,,-a17rl] LF ---L.,- g + g rnk 
AN" I· 11=1 2 ax ax II (2Ia) 

At ,[Nt, j] 3M ,[ Nii I (a' afjJ . a \ afjJ J 1 
Ll '" '" ., "', '" U I U j ---L., L.,AllbxlI Inmk,III---L., El'jL.,AII --+-- lnmk,m 

ANI, .. 111=1 11=1 k -2 AN" I· 111=1 11=1 ax" ax cy" cy 
J +111. 11 k+m-2 
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M ( b) [HI, [HI S l] a - T SXj Txx) . r .... yj r.\y j + +-~+l +-~. 

2 HtP" HiP" H;+IP" HiP" 
k=NV 

M. ~A"[ a[C;+pjgp,,-all]' + a[c;+ps/gp,,-allrl) LF 
---L..,.- g g ynk 

ANi'i ,,=1 2 ax ax 
" 

iM ~ A" [ a[c; + pj gp" - all r + a[c; + p,j gp" - all rl) LF 
---L..,.- g g ynk 

ANi" ,,=1 2 ay ay 
" 

(22) 

311t ] [ . NI'I [a s a<jJ a s a<jJ J 1 '" E·' '" A q / + q / 1 ---~ P/~ 1/ -- -- nmk,1I/ 
ANh, /J/=I 11=1 aXa ax aYa ay 

11 k+m-2 

Re-arranging and consolidating terms yields the form of the 3D momentum equations solved in 
ADCIRe V36.01 : 
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[( a-b)l'!.ta 2 K' ] 
+ ,,'~J q.+11 

H;+I J k=1 

= ~ {(l- itlt f (1- a I)) q',' k _7 - tlt[ladvec + lstress + bcpg]" } Inmk III L-.. I. +111 - l,k+III~2 ' 
111==1 

(23) 

[(a-b)I'!.t(I-a 2)K' ,] A ( b)[.H1 . [.HI, l] 
'

slip) "',1 tit a - T, .'oX' ',',:X, . r,,'\Y' T.,y. - , q + J + __ J_+ 1 J + __ J_ 
H " J k=1 2 HHlp H"P H.Hlp H'P 

J I (} J" J f) I fJ 
, k=NV 

where, 

[ 
1 Nh'J [ (0 'J '(0 'J l] ladvec i,k '" -- L An u:' ~ + v;, ~ 

ANli , n=1 ax" n ayo- n k 

(a-bJ[(a ') (a .) 1 vadvec "k '" H'i a; (w~ "k-I + 2W~"k) Inmk,1 + a; (2w~ i,k + w~ "k+l) Inmk,] 
k-I,k k,k+1 

[ 
1 NIi, ] 

bCpg"k'" --LAn(b~n+ib:,,) 
ANii i n=1 k 

[
a[r:; + P./gpo -aryl' + a[r:; + Pjgpo -aryrll 

1 Nli, A ax ax 
b ",gn 
tpg "'--~-

, A Nli ,n=1 2 ,[a[r:;+pjgpo-aryl' a[r:; + P,/gpo-aryrl
] 

+1 +~-~~~-~-

ay ay 
n 

[ 
3£' , Nli

J (a' a¢ a' a¢ J ] IstresSi,k '" -~ LAn ..!L_, + _!L_, 
A ,n=1 ax" Ox ay (J ay 

Nhj n k 

( )

2 
3 " _ a-b, , 

vstresS"k = --, LQ"k+1II_2KVnmJ,k,m 
H, 111=1 

Eq, (23) has a matrix structure, although due to the specific formulation that was used to obtain 
this equation, the matrix is uncoupled in the horizontal direction and is tri-diagonal in the vertical 
direction, Thus, Eq, (23) is solved separately for each horizontal node j. Symbolically, Eq, (23) 
can be written as: 
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where, 
M = complex tridiagonal matrix 

q = complex solution vector for velocity 

F r = complex forcing vector 

and M consists of: 

Mq=Fr 

M(k,k-I) = {~+iMaJ)lnm" +a;lIl( ~~~ r KVnm' .•. , 

M(k,k) 
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4.0 VERTICAL VELOCITY 

The vertical component of velocity is obtained in ADCIRC by solving the 3D continuity 
equation 

(24) 

for W after U and v have been determined from the solution of the 3D momentum equations. The 
subscript "z" has been added to the horizontal derivatives to emphasize that these derivatives are 
computed in a level coordinate system. Eq. (24) is solved subject to the free-surface and bottom 
kinematic boundary conditions: 

al; al; al; 
w., = -a +u., -+vs ;)" 

t axz V)'z 

at Z= I; 

ah ah 
Wh=-Uh--Vh-

ax z ay. 
at z =-h 

where us' Vs, Ws are the velocity components at the free surface (z=t;;) and ub, vb, Wb are the 
velocity components at the bottom (z=-h) assuming a slip condition is applied there. 

Eq. (24) is discretized in horizontal space as: 

(2Sa) 

(2Sb) 

(26) 

The horizontal integration utilizes Rule 1 for the left side and Rule 2 for the right side. After 

multiplication by 3/ A
Nlc

,' Eq. (26) becomes: 

NF· [( ) ( ) 1 OWi I -, OU OV 
-=-~LAII -- + --
az Nh, 11=1 a . a" x.. II J Z II 

Eq. (27) is discretized over the vertical using a simple finite-difference for the left side and 
centering the right side: 

NF} i[(;:)) (;:) J 1 [(;:)) ( ) 1 ) W I.k - Wi.k-I 1 ~ uU uV uU OV 
=-~L"A" - + - + - + -

Zk-Zk-I NI'I,,=I axz " ayz" k axz" ayz" k-I 

Eq. (28) can be written in terms of the stretched coordinate system as: 
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-[ (~: J. + ( ~: JI 
+[(~~H :'~ha)(~lJ( a;~)( ~; J 
[( at;) (Uk -a)( aH J J(a -bJ( Ov, J 

W"k-Wi'k-l(a-.b)=_I_~ + ay ,,+ a-b ay" Ii; a;; k 
2A ' L.. A" [ 1 Uk-Uk-I H, Nh, ,,~I _ (~u) +( ov) 

a 1/ qy (T 1/ k~1 

+[( as) +(Uk-I- a)(aH) ]( a-b)(~~~'J ax" a-b ax" H, au 
k-I 

+[( ~H a;~~al( :J.l( af~: )(~~ J (29) 

Discretizing the vertical derivative of horizontal velocity as: 

( aUlJ =( au,) =(Ui,k-U"k-I) au au Uk -Uk-I 
k k-I 

and re-arranging yields: 

(30) 
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Eq. (2Sb) is used to determine WJ.I ; Eq. (30) can then be solved recursively for k=2, 3, '" up to 

the surface. (Notice that the vertical differences of horizontal velocity in Eq. (30) are evaluated 
at node) only.) 

As discussed by Luettich et al. (in review) and Muccino et a!. (1997), the result obtained for the 
vertical velocity at the free surface from Eq. (30), W j.k~.''''face' may not match the free surface 

boundary condition, Wi." as specified in Eq. (2Sa). This discrepancy is due to error in local fluid 

mass conservation, (Luettich et a!., in review). ADCIRC attempts to optimally correct the 
vertical velocity obtained from Eq. (30) using an adjoint approach. This results in a correction to 
Eq. (30) that is linear over the depth: 

(31 ) 

In Eq. (31), Wfweights the relative importance of satisfying continuity in the interior of the fluid 
vs satisfying the free surface boundary condition in the adjoint equation. Setting Wf=O forces 
the corrected vertical velocity to exactly satisfy the free surface and bottom boundary conditions. 
Setting Wf to be large (e.g., Wf ~ 100) adds a uniform correction to the vertical velocity solution 
that is equal to half the surface boundary error. ADCIRC uses a default value of Wf=O. 
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5.0 LATERAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

Elevation specified boundary condition -ADCIRC 2DDI and 3D 

An elevation specified boundary condition is implemented by zeroing out all off diagonal terms 
in the row corresponding to each elevation boundary node in the GWCE, Eq. (0.15), and setting 
the on diagonal term in that row equal to the root mean square value of all of the other diagonal 
terms in the GWCE matrix (to maintain matrix conditioning). The right side vector entry 
corresponding to each elevation specified boundary node is set equal to the specified elevation 
multiplied by the root mean square value mentioned previously. Symmetry is maintained in the 
left side matrix by zeroing out the off diagonal terms in the column corresponding to each 
elevation boundary node. To allow this, each off diagonal term in the column corresponding to 
an elevation boundary node is multiplied by the elevation boundary value and then subtracted 
from the right side vector of the corresponding equation. 

Specifiedflux boundary condition -ADCIRC 2DDI 

ADCIRC allows the specification of boundary conditions consisting of normal flux per unit 
width (e.g., zero flux across land boundary segments and nonzero flux across river boundary 
segments). These normal fluxes can be applied as either natural or essential boundary conditions 
and the user may specify whether the tangential velocity along these boundaries is set to zero or 
computed assuming free slip along the boundary. The specified normal flux per unit width is 
inserted into the boundary integral term that appears in the right side of the GWCE, Eq. (0.15), at 
each normal flux boundary node. (The convention used in ADCIRC for inputting normal flux 
per unit width is that flux into the domain is positive and flux out of the domain is negative. 
Therefore, the sign must be changed on the normal flux prior to using it in the GWCE since the 
derivation ofthis equation assumes that a positive flux is in the direction of the outward pointing 
normal.) If the normal flux is applied as a natural boundary condition, no modifications are 
made to the momentum equations. If the normal flux is applied as an essential boundary 
condition, the depth-average normal velocity, UN, is forced to be equal to the normal flux per 
unit width divided by the local depth and multipled by -1 (to maintain the convention that UN is 
positive in the direction of the outward pointing normal). Further details of the implementation 
of the essential nonnal flux boundary condition in ADCIRC are presented below. 

At any node in the horizontal, the momentum equations solved in ADCIRC 2DDI have the 
structure: 

[
AUVI 

AUV2 
-AUV2][U] = [QU] 
AUV1 V QV 

(0.19) 

where AUVj, AUV2 are the matrix entries computed from the finite element assembly process, 
and QU, QV comprise the right side forcing vector. At flux specified boundary nodes, the 
equations are rotated into a normal - tangential coordinate system. The normal and tangential 
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velocities, UN and UT, are defined as the dot product of the velocity vector and the normal and 

tangential unit vectors, N = (No N)) and f = (L, r..) : 

UN,+VN ,=U N 

UTx+VT,=U) 
(0.20) 

(N and f are defined in the APPENDIX.) At specified normal flux boundary nodes the y
momentum equation in (0.19) is replaced by the expression for the normal velocity in (0.20) and 
the x-momentum equation is replaced by the tangential momentum equation formed by 
multiplying the x-momentum equation (0.19) by Tx and adding the y-momentum equation (0.19) 
multiplied by Ty- Since Tx = Ny and Ty = -Nx (see APPENDIX), the resulting system is: 

[
AUVINv-AUV2Nx -AUV2Ny-AUVINx][U]=[QU Ny-QV Nx] (0.21) 

Nx N, V UN 

The left side matrix in (0.21) does not have the symmetry of the original equations, (0.19). This 
can be recovered by adding the tangential momentum equation and to the normal equation 
multiplied by AUV2 and dividing the result by AUV,: 

For the case that the tangential flux is also specified (e.g., equal to zero), the right side of the first 
equation in (0.22) is replaced by Ur. 

Zero normal velocity gradient boundary condition - ADCIRC 2DDI 

A zero normal velocity gradient boundary condition is implemented by imposing the condition 

aUN =0 
aN 

at the boundary nodes. This condition can be expressed in terms of U, Vand N as: 

Applying a Galerkin weighted residual formulation with linear basis functions to Eq. (0.24) 
yields: 
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(0.23) 

(0.24) 



(0.25) 

where ai and hi are defined in the Appendix. Multiplying Eq. (0.25) by the constant 6 gives one 
of the momentum equations solved at each zero normal velocity gradient boundary node,}. 

(0.26) 

In matrix form, (0.26) has the form: 

BUVIU,-l + BUV2V,-1 + BUV1U;+ BUV4V ,+ BUV5U;+1 + BUV6V,+1 = BF; (0.27) 

where subscriptsj-l, j, j+ I designate the consecutive node ordering along the boundary and 
BUVj, BUV2, BUV3, BUV4, BUV5 and BUV6 are coefficients whose values are determined by 
evaluating Eq. (0.26). BF] is the forcing generated by the contribution of non-boundary neighbor 
nodes to node} in Eq. (0.26). 

The other equation consists of the tangential momentum equation formed by multiplying the x

momentum equation (0.19) by Tx and adding the y-momentum equation (0.19) mUltiplied by Ty
Since Tx = Ny and Ty = -Nx (see the Appendix), the result is: 

(0.28) 

Together Eqs. (0.27) and (0.28) form a banded matrix with bandwidth of 6 and length equal to 
the number of nodes in the zero normal velocity gradient boundary. Once this system of 
equations is solved for the velocities along the boundary, these velocities are used to compute the 
normal flux across the boundary and the time derivative of normal flux across the boundary 
required to solve the GWCE at the next time step. 
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Specifiedflux boundary condition -ADCIRC 3D 

ADCIRC allows the specification of boundary conditions consisting of normal flux per unit 
width (e.g., zero flux across land boundary segments and nonzero flux across river boundary 
segments). These normal fluxes can either be applied as natural or essential boundary conditions 
and the user may specify whether the tangential velocity along these boundaries is set to zero or 
computed assuming free slip along the boundary. The specified normal flux per unit width is 
inserted into the boundary integral term that appears in the right side of the GWCE, Eq. (0. I 5), at 
each normal flux boundary node. (The convention used in ADCIRC for inputting normal flux 
per unit width is that flux into the domain is positive and flux out of the domain is negative. 
Therefore, the sign must be changed on the normal flux prior to using it in the GWCE since the 
derivation of this equation assumes that a positive flux is in the direction of the outward pointing 
normal.) If the normal flux is applied as a natural boundary condition, no modifications are 
made to the momentum equations. In this case the momentum equations will try to generate an 
appropriate vertical distribution of velocity over the depth, although vertical integration of this 
velocity may not exactly match the specified normal boundary flux. If the normal flux is applied 
as an essential boundary condition, the depth-average normal velocity, UN, is forced to be equal 
to the normal flux per unit width divided by the local depth and muItipled by -I (to maintain the 
convention that UN is positive in the direction of the outward pointing normal). In this case 
ADCIRC assumes the normal velocity is distributed uniformly over the depth. This is probably 
not a good assumption if the normal velocity is nonzero! If a free slip tangential boundary 
condition is used, ADCIRC will attempt to compute a tangential velocity that is consistent with 
the specified normal velocity. Implementation of the essential normal flux boundary condition in 
ADCIRC is described below. 

At any node in the horizontal, the momentum equations solved in the 3D version of ADCIRC 
have the structure: 

Mq=Fr (0.29) 

where, M is a complex tridiagonal matrix, q (= U + iv) is the complex solution vector for velocity, 
Fr is the complex forcing vector and recall that the real and imaginary parts of (0.29) correspond 
to the x and y momentum equations, respectively. Row k in matrix M consists of: 

M(k,k-I)= Auvl.k_,+iAuv2.k_, 

M(k,k) = AUV1.k +iAuV2•k 

M(k,k+I)= AUVI.k+I+iAuV2.k+1 

where: 

(0.30) 
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A jlnmk.1 + a 3 tJ.t(a -, b, )2 KVnmi.k.l 
~ = HH lA-I , 

o 

(
a _b)2 

Inmk,2 + a) M H;+' KVnmj.k.2 

(
a_b)2 , ((a-b)Ma2K:liP 1 

Inmk,2 + a 3 tJ.t Hi+
' 

KVnm'i.k,2 + Ht' J 

AUV2.k = Mali Inmk,2 

j ()2 

a-b , 
A 

Inmk]+a]M --I KVnm,.k.3 uv = . HH 
I.k+l i 

o 
_ {tJ.ta,f Inmk.3 

AUV2k I-• + 0 

for b=I 

for k = 1 

for b=I 

for k = 1 

for k *- 1 

for k = 1 

for all k 

for k*- NV 

for k=NV 

for k *-NV 

for k=NV 

At boundary nodes where normal flux is specified, the y-momentum equation is replaced by the 
equation for the normal velocity: 

(0.31 ) 

Because the vertical distribution of normal velocity is uniform, this applies locally at each node 
in the vertical. The x-momentum equation is replaced by the tangential momentum equation 
formed by multiplying the original x-momentum equation by Tx and adding the original y
momentum equation multiplied by Ty Since Tx = Ny and Ty = -Nx (see APPENDIX), the 
resulting system is: 

(AUVI.k-IN y - AUV2.k-IN x)Uk-1 - (AUV2.k-INy + AUVI.k-IN x) Vk-I 

+(AuVI,kNy - AUV2.kNx )Uk -(AUV2.kNy + AUVI,kNx )Vk 
(0.32) 

= Re{Fr} N y - Im{Fr} N x 

The left sides of(0,31) and (0.32) do not have the symmetry of the original momentum 
equations. This can be recovered by multiplying (0.31) by Auv2 at levels k-l, k, and k+ 1 and 
adding these to (0.32): 
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AUVl,k-rN y Uk-r - AUVr,k-rNx Vk-r + AUVl,kNy Uk - AUVl,kN x Vk 

+ AUVl,k+rN yUk+l- AUVl,k+rNx Vk+r 

= Re {Fr} Ny - Im{Fr} N x + (AUV2,k-l + Auv2,k + Auv2,k+r)U N 

Multiplying (0.31) by Auv1 at levels k-l , k, and k+ 1 and adding these together gives: 

AUVLk-IN xUk-l + AUVl,k-lNyVk-l + AUVl,kN x Uk + AUVl,kNvVk-l 

+ AUVr,k+lN xUk+r + AUVr,k+lN yVk+l = (Auvr,k-l + AUVl,k + Auvl,k+r)U N 

Equations (0.33) and (0.34) can now be written in the form of (0,29): 

M'q= F; 

where 

M' (k,k -1) = AUV;,k_l + i AUV~,k_l 

M'(k,k) = AUV;.k +iAuv~,k 

M'(k,k+l)= AUV;k+l+iAuv~,k+r 

AUV;,k_r = AUV1,k_lNy 

AUV~.k_l = AUV1.k_1Nx 

AuV; k = AUV1.kN Y 

AUV~.k = AUV1kNx 

AUv;,k+r = AUV1,k+]Ny 

Auv;,k+] = AUV1.k+rNx 

F~ = [Re{F r} N, - 1m {I-A N x + (AUV2,k-l + AUV2,k + AUV2,k+l)U N ] 

+ i [(AuVl,k-r + AUVr,k + AUV],k+r)U N ] 

For the case that the tangential flux is also specified (e,g" equal to zero), the x-momentum 
equation is replaced by, 

(0,33) 

(0.34) 

(0.35) 

(0,36) 

and the y-momentum equation is replaced by (0.31). This also generates a system of equations of 
the form of (0.35) where: 

M' ( k, k -1) = 0 

M'(k,k) = AUV;k +iAuv;k 

M'(k,k+l)=O 
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AUV;.k = Ny 

AUV;k = N x 

F; = UT+iU,v 

Zero normal elevation gradient boundary condition - ADCIRC 2DDI and 3D 

A zero normal elevation gradient boundary condition is implemented by replacing the GWCE 
equation corresponding to each zero normal elevation gradient boundary node with the equation: 

at; =- N at; + N at; = 0 
an x ax Y 0; 

where the normal unit vector, if = (N X' Ny) is defined in the APPENDIX. Applying the 

Galerkin spatial discretization to Eq. (0.37) gives: 

(0.37) 

(0.38) 

Eq. (0.38) is evaluated implicitly in time using Eq. (0.16). Multiplying through by the constant 
6, yields the final set of discrete equations for the zero normal elevation gradient boundary 
condition. 

(0.39) 

One problem with applying this boundary condition is that it renders the GWCE left side matrix 
nonsymmetric. In contrast to the case of an elevation specified boundary condition where a 
straightforward manipulation restores matrix symmetry, there is no exact method for restoring 
the symmetry of this system. Consequently, this boundary condition has not been implemented 
in ADCIRC at the present. 
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Radiation boundary condition on elevation - A DCIRC 2DDI/3D 

A radiation boundary condition on elevation is implemented by specifying a relationship 
between the normal flux and the elevation field along the boundary. The most common of this 
type of boundary condition is a Sommerfield radiation condition. A difficulty with applying any 
type of boundary condition imposed on the GWCE, is that it renders the left side matrix 
nonsymmetric and therefore is not supported in the present version of ADCIRC. 
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BAROCLINIC PRESSURE GRADIENT CALCULATION NOTES 

As presented previously, the baroclinic pressure gradient is defined by 

b. 
- a f (p - P,,) d 

,=g-J z 
~ = Po 

These terms are evaluated in ADCIRC in two steps. In the initial step, the 3D baroclinic pressure 
field is computed as: 

BPress(z)= fg(P-P.,)dz= gH l(p-po)da= gH l(a)-al,,)da 
J Po p,,(a-b) p.,(a-b) 

where, density has been replace by the standard oceanographic "sigma t" variable 

ar=p-lOOO, ~7' =p -1000 v () 0 

This should not be confused with the variable, ,representing the dimensionless vertical 
coordinate system. In the second step, the horizontal baroclinic pressure gradients are computed 
as horizolftal derivatives (in level or z coordinates) of the baroclinic pressure field. 

a 
b =-BPress 

x ax ' 
a 

b =-BPress 
y~ 

F or any horizontal node j and vertical node k, ADCIRC computes these gradients at the vertical 
position of node k. This is accomplished for each element containing node j by vertically 
interpolating the baroclinic pressure field at the element vertices to the vertical position of node k 
and then computing the horizontal gradients directly. 
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APPENDIX - BASIC CALCULATIONS ON LINEAR TRIANGLES 

Consider the triangular finite element with vertices numbered 1-3, counter-clockwise around the 
element. Any variable, Y, can be expanded linearly within the element based on nodal values 
as: 

Y = Y4Jl + Y2¢2 + Y3¢3 = LYi¢i 
1==1 

where, 

Y1, Y 2, Y] = nodal values ofY at elemental verticies 1, 2, 3 

¢1'¢2'¢] = linear basis jUnctions defined as: 

d. =X2Y3-X3Y2+blx+alY. d. =X3Yl-X1Y3+ b2X + a lY. d. =X1Y2- X2Yl+b,;x+aJY 
Y'l 2A ' Y'2 2A ' Y'J 2A 

bl=Y2-Y3; b2=Y3-Y1; bJ=Y1-Y2 

A = bla2 - b2al = elemental area 
2 

Spatial derivatives are computed as: 

3Y 3 a¢ 
-=LY,-' ; ax i~l ax 

where, 

a¢, bi a¢i ai 
-=- -=-ax 2A' ay 2A 

Spatial integrations are computed using: 

J¢~'¢:idA =2A (ei)!(e;)! , 
A (ei+e,+2). 

Ifi*j and ei=e,=I, Jd.¢dA=.:i. Ifi=j and ei=e;=l, Jd..d.dA=Jd. 2dA=A. Y', j 12 . Y'jY', Y', 6 
A A A 

Because linear basis and expansion functions are used, their derivatives are constant across an 
element and spatial integrations involving derivatives become: 
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The component of a vector quantity, y, (Y;; Y", Y y), in any direction can be computed as the 

dot product of the vector quantity and the unit vector in the specified direction. In ADCIRC this 
is done at boundary nodes, where the horizontal velocity field may be rotated into components 
that are normal and tangential to each boundary node or where the elevation gradient normal to 
the boundary may be specified. 

If a node is on the interior of a boundary (i.e., it is not the end node where two different types of 
boundaries meet), unique normal and tangential directions are defined as shown in the figure 
below. 

y 

=----....-; ... x 

3 

Definition figure for normal and tangential directions at boundary node 2, provided 
that this node does not mark the end of one boundary type and the beginning of 
another. In this situation the normal direction is defined to be perpendicular to the 
line connecting nodes 1 and 3. The ADCIRC grid file requires boundary nodes to be 
specified with the domain interior on the left as one progresses along the boundary. 

The normal and tangential components (Y,v, Yr) of vector yare: 

Y,v = Y·N;; YxNx+YyN y 

Y T = Y . T ;; Y xT x + YvTv 

and the normal and tangential spatial derivatives of a scalar function, Y, are: 

ay ay ay 
aN = ax N x + ry N v 

ay ay ay 
aT = ax Tx + ay Tv 

The unit vectors, Nand i ,are: 
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Nx = cosa N, = sina 

Tx = cos ( a - 90 ) Tv = sin ( a - 90 ) 

Since 13 = a + 90, the unit vectors can be written more conveniently as: 

N x = cos(f3 - 90) =sinf3 = Y3 - YI 
L31 

T x = cos (13 -180)= -cosf3 = N, 

Ny = sin (13 -90) =-cosf3 = XI- X3 
L31 

T, = sin (13 -180) = - sin 13 = - N x 

where (XbYI)' (X2'Y2) and (X3'Y3) are the horizontal coordinates of nodes 1,2 and 3 and 

L31 == J(X3 - XI)2 + (Y3 - Yl)2 is the horizontal distance between nodes 1 and 3. 

If a node is located where two different types of boundaries meet, two normal and tangential 
directions are defined for the node, one for each boundary, as shown in the figure below. 

-""-----·x 

3 

Definition figure for normal and tangential directions at boundary node 2, when this 
node marks the end of one boundary type and the beginning of another. In this 
situation two normal and two tangential directions are defined for node 2, one for 
computations pertaining to the boundary type to the right of node 2 (i.e., for 
boundary segment 1 ,2) and one for computations pertaining to the boundary type to 
the left of node 2 (i.e., for boundary segment 2,3). The tangential direction for each 
segment is 90 degrees to the right of the normal direction. 

In this case 
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INI) = y. NI) == IxNI)x + YvNuy 

111,2 = y. tl.2 == 1 xTI,2x + IvTI,2 y 

IN2.l = y. N2.] == IxN 2.]x + I vN 2.3y 

In3 = y. to == lxT2.Jx + YvT2J v 

and spatial derivatives are handled in an analogous way. 

The unit vectors are: 

f3 
X2 - X3 

N 23. =-cos J 3 = --=---'-
v _0" L32 

T2.3 y = -Nvx 

where L21 == J(X2 - XI)2 + (Y2 - YI)2 and L32 == J(X3 - X2)2 + (Y3 - yJ2 are the distances between 

nodes I and 2 and nodes 2 and 3, respectively. 
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